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Part A. Project Summary 
To gain competitive advantage in today’s mobile market, network benchmarking is crucial to Mobile 
Network Operators (MNOs). Mobile network benchmarking refers to the process of evaluating the 
MNO’s network performance and comparing the quality of service against competitors. Benchmarking 
programs enable operators to substantiate market competitiveness, support claims for advertising and 
marketing campaigns, and optimize their network performance. MNOs use to require independent 
benchmarking companies to perform drive tests to check coverage and capacity of their networks in 
order to identify problems and improve network performance in a certain geographical area. The high 
efforts for executing drive testing results in high costs and therefore in a low frequency of execution, 
typically this kind of measurement is executed no more than 2-3 times per year in a network while 
changes in the network and the radio environment happen on a much more frequent basis. 

In this context, the main objective of this MONROE-LTE project is to develop and test a LTE network 
benchmarking system for QoS and QoE that will be a cost effective solution for MNOs and regulators, 
creating a new business opportunity for Allbesmart. 

MONROE-LTE has successfully used the MONROE concept, its software (scheduling platform, the 
experiment description language, and databases) and modified hardware (MONROE nodes with voice 
capability), to evaluate our company Platform-as-a-Service business model, consisting on using 
affordable, customized, mobile radio probes and an intuitive dashboard to provide valuable insights 
on network (radio and IP) key performance indicators (KPIs) and customer experience. 

A complete set of analytic tools and dashboards for analysing and displaying, in a user-friendly manner 
the collected data, including voice and video analysis has been developed (the commercial name of 
this framework is UXPERT). For the voice measurements, adaptations on the MONROE probes were 
designed. The final measurements campaign has been performed in Lisbon for the 3 main MNOs 
operating in Portugal.  

The results of the project were disseminated in many venues: ANACOM (Portuguese regulator), ALTICE 
(MNO), FASTWEB (MVNO), CELFINET (drive tests company), Japan IT WEEK, CONNECT research centre 
and CROWNCOM17 conference (best demo award). 

The knowledge developed in the scope of MONROE-LTE project has been used to develop our own 
commercial product (UXPERT). Thanks to this project we have brought UXPERT ready for market 
exploitation. 

The MONROE project has opened a new business opportunity for Allbesmart as provider of an 
affordable network benchmarking framework that is competitive and aligned with the state-of-the-art 
drive tests solutions existing in the market.  
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Part B. Detailed description 

B1 Concept and Objectives 

It is a fact that mobile network operators (MNOs) need to constantly evolve their networks to support 
the connectivity demands of the modern societies. As the new technologies (e.g., 4.5, 5G) are adopted, 
they still need to coexist with current deployments (2G, 3G, 4G), resulting in a dense, complex and 
heterogeneous network infrastructure. This situation poses new challenges to MNOs in the 
management of the radio access network, which has operating and maintenance costs implications. 

Therefore, in today’s mobile market, customer experience is crucial to obtain competitive advantage. 
Understanding customer experience commonly results in subcontracting independent benchmarking 
companies, who run drive tests typically conducted using a vehicle, in a predetermined test route, with 
a test engineer operating advanced on-board radio equipment to collect network key performance 
indicators (KPIs). The high efforts for executing these drive tests result in high costs and therefore in a 
low frequency of execution, while changes in the network and the radio environment occur on a much 
more frequent basis. In comparison to the existing market solutions, MONROE-LTE as some clear 
advantages.  

MONROE-LTE objective was to build an affordable LTE network benchmarking tool by using and further 
extending the MONROE prototype platform capabilities, adding support for voice analysis. 

Based on MONROE and using MONROE-LTE as a 
catalyst, allbesmart developed the UXPERT 
product.  

UXPERT is an affordable benchmarking solution 
for mobile networks. It is composed by: 

• uXProbes:  are affordable customized 
radio probes (initially validated using 
MONROE nodes) used to measure 
network (radio and IP) KPIs, similar to 
MONROE nodes and voice quality. 

• uXBrain: is complete set of analytic 
tools and dashboards, providing: 
o Heatmaps, evolutions charts, user 

experience (web, voice and video). 
o Application Servers for 

measurement customization & 
automation; 

o Fast accessible data repositories 
with efficient Geographical 
Information System (GIS) 
integration.  

 

Figure 1: UXPERT concept inspired on MONROE 

To support the Platform-as-a-Service business model, the uXBrain was implemented as a web-based 
application with support for multiple concurrent users. Its concept is depicted in Figure 2.  

uXBrain uses datasets selected by each user (based on time, location, MNO, technology, KPI, etc.) to 
display network KPI heatmaps, instant values or evolution throughout time. It can also compute user 
experience for voice quality, based on Mean Opinion Scores (MOS) and web user experience, using 
World Wide Web consortium (W3C) recommendations. 
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Figure 2: uXBrain inspired on MONROE 

The UXPERT life-cycle of measurements, inspired on MONROE, is depicted in Figure 3 and described 
below.  

 

Figure 3: the UXPERT lifecycle of measurements 

1. The user (e.g., MNO support staff) schedules a new set of measurements for one specific probe 
or group of probes. These measurements may include passive behaviour (e.g., RSSI, RSRP, 
RSRQ) and/or active behaviour (download and/or upload throughput, RTT, web user 
experience, voice quality, etc.). The user can also specify the starting and ending times, dates 
and repetition cycles; 

2. uXProbes periodically contact the Application Server to check for new jobs; 
3. Once the measurement session is done, or during the experiment (depends on the experiment 

profile), the probe sends the measured data to the Data Repository; 
4. The user uses uXBrain to perform specific operations on the measured data;  
5. The uXBrain fetches the data form the Data Repository, performs the required operations and 

returns the results in a user-friendly representation;  
6. The user obtains valuable insight on the network performance and can now actuate on the 

network according to the information retrieved. Alternatively, this process can be automated 
through SON strategies. 

MONROE-LTE contributed to the MONROE objectives by developing a product that enables large-scale 
measurement of mobile broadband networks, by providing a visualization tool for network KPIs in a 
user-friendly way, by providing a highly intuitive Experiment-as-a-Service solution - we have brought 
our product (UXPERT) ready for market exploitation. Time-to-market has been greatly improved by 
the expert support from MONROE.  
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B2 Experimental Set-up and Results 

 
The MONROE-LTE project started with remote experimentation of standard MONROE nodes available 
in Torino. In this phase the Benchmarking tool (SW extension) was used for comparative analysis of 
data services only. For the second phase of the project (HW extension), allbesmart had discussions 
with the MONROE consortium on the best way to integrate into the MONROE nodes the needed 
additional features (measurement of voice quality and call performance of MNOs), see Figure 4.  
 

 

Figure 4: Adaptations required on the MONROE nodes to support voice measurements  

Considering the voice call tests could raise privacy concerns (i.e., usage of an open microphone in a 
public transportation), allbesmart designed a solution in which the microphone is directly receiving 
the signal through an audio file (closed loop) while still respecting the ITU-T Recommendation P.862: 
Perceptual Evaluation of Speech Quality (PESQ).  The voice extension uses a controlled intrusive 
approach, see Figure 5, by comparing reference (transmitted) and degraded (received) samples. This 
approach is most useful and meaningful to assess the QoE, providing a highly accurate estimator of 
subscriber’s opinion and reflecting the quality ensured by the entire network as perceived by the end 
users (subscribers). 
 

 

Figure 5: Controlled intrusive approach to measure voice call quality (MONROE-LTE)  
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The benchmarking tool (SW extension), developed by allbesmart, called uXBrain, was designed to 
facilitate the scheduling of experiments (tests) and the type of measurements to perform. 
 

 

(continuation from image on the left) 

 

Figure 6: UXBrain - Creating or modifying a test template (MONROE-LTE)  

While this approach offers less freedom than MONROE, it offers a user-friendly interface for which the 
user does not need to delve into complicated scripting language to schedule an experiment. uXBrain 
was also developed to convert the raw data collected during the measurements in a meaningful visual 
representation. Once the MONROE nodes were received and operational, a key target location for the 
measurement campaign was the city of Lisbon. 

 

Figure 7: Car with 3 mobile MONROE nodes used for the benchmarking campaign in Lisbon. 

The following pictures reflect the measurements for Reference Signal Received Quality (RSRQ) 
Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI), Download and Upload speed and Round-Trip-Time (RTT). 
The dataset was collected by MONROE mobile nodes in June 2018. Each square in the picture always 
maintains its size (independent from zooming-in or out). The colour of each square reflects the average 
value of all collected measurements that fit into the geographical area delimited by the square. 
Therefore, as a user performs zoom-out, additional measurements fit into the square (increased 
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geographical coverage), on the other hand, as the user zooms-in the coverage area is narrowed and 
less measurements fit onto that area.  

 
Figure 8: UXBrain tool depicting the heatmap for average RSRQ (dB) in the city of Lisbon for operator meo 

 
a) RSSI measurement for Operator 1 b) RSSI measurement for Operator 2 c) RSSI measurement for Operator 3 

Figure 9: UXBrain tool depicting the heatmap for the average RSSI (dBm) in the city of Lisbon for 3 MNOs 

 
a) RTT measurement for Operator 1 b) RTT measurement for Operator 2 c) RTT measurement for Operator 3 

Figure 10: UXBrain tool depicting the heatmap for the average RTT (ms) in city of Lisbon for 3 MNOs 
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a) DW speed for Operator 1 b) DWspeed for Operator 2 c) DW speed for Operator 3 

Figure 11: UXBrain tool depicting the heatmaps for average download speed (Mbps) in Lisbon for 3 MNOs 

 
a) RTT measurement for Operator 1 b) RTT measurement for Operator 2 c) RTT measurement for Operator 3 

Figure 12: UXBrain tool depicting the heatmaps for average upload speed (Mbps) in Lisbon for 3 MNOs 

Besides heatmaps, uXBrain is also capable of benchmark KPIs between different MNOs. The next 
figures provide samples for the following radio KPIs: RSSI, Reference Signal Received Power (RSRP), 
RSRQ and Signal-to-Interference-plus-Noise Ratio (SINR). These datasets have been collected in a fixed 
location in the city of Lisbon (“Campo Grande” area). 
 

 
Figure 13: Benchmarking RSSI for 3 MNOs (8-day sample for a fixed location) 
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Figure 14: Benchmarking RSRP for 3 MNOs (8-day sample for a fixed location) 

 

 
Figure 15: Benchmarking RSRQ for 3 MNOs (8-day sample for a fixed location) 

 

 
Figure 16: Benchmarking SINR for 3 MNOs (8-day sample for a fixed location) 

 
Besides radio KPIs, uXBrain also provides benchmarking for IP related network KPIs. The next figures 
provide samples for the following KPIs: download and upload speed and RTT. These samples have 
been collected in a fixed location in the city of Lisbon (“Campo Grande” area). The nodes were running 
the Ookla API. Ookla provides Speedtest.net, a worldwide recognized benchmarking web service.  
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Figure 17: Benchmarking download speed for 3 MNOs (8-day sample for a fixed location) 

 

Figure 18: Benchmarking upload speed for 3 MNOs (8-day sample for a fixed location) 
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Figure 19: Benchmarking RTT for 3 MNOs (8-day sample for a fixed location) 

uXBrain can also use the collected dataset to provide web user experience. The W3C 
recommendations are followed plus a proprietary algorithm from allbesmart.  

 

 
Figure 20: Benchmarking web user experience for 3 MNOs (8-day sample for a fixed location). Target location 

is the YouTube website 

EX 
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uXBrain can also use the collected dataset to provide video analysis as illustrated in Figure 21 and 
Figure 22. 

 
Figure 21: Benchmarking video (time to start) for 3 MNOs (sample for a fixed location). Target is the same 

YouTube video 

 
Figure 22: Analysing video performance for one MNO (sample for a fixed location). Target is the referred 

YouTube video 

uXBrain can also use the collected data to provide voice quality analysis. The analysis conforms to ITU-
T Recommendation P.862: Perceptual evaluation of speech quality (PESQ). PESQ is an objective 
method for end-to-end speech quality assessment of narrow-band telephone networks and speech 
codecs. PESQ is a full-reference algorithm that compares an original signal with a degraded signal that 
is the result of passing through a communications system, see Figure 5. The output of PESQ is a 
prediction of the perceived quality that would be given by subjects in a subjective listening test. 
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Figure 23: Voice quality (user experience) for calls between Operator 1 subscribers (fixed location), based on 
ITU-T Recommendation P.862 (PESQ) 

 

Figure 24: Voice quality (user experience) for calls initiated on Operator 1 targeting Operator 2 (fixed 
location), based on ITU-T Recommendation P.862 (PESQ) 

 

Figure 25: Voice quality (user experience) for calls initiated on Operator 1 targeting Operator 3 (fixed 
location), based on ITU-T Recommendation P.862 (PESQ) 
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Figure 26: Voice call connection establishment delay for calls between subscribers from Operator 1 (fixed 
location) 

 
Figure 27: Voice call connection establishment delay for calls initiated on Operator 1 targeting Operator 2 

(fixed location) 

 
Figure 28: Voice call connection establishment delay for calls initiated on Operator 1 targeting Operator 3 

(fixed location) 
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B3 Lessons learned 

Managing a hardware-based platform for custom experimentation poses enormous challenges to the 
testbed owners. Interconnecting multiple nodes in a single scheduling platform further increases this 
task. Further to this, different users have different technological background, most completely 
unfamiliar with the tools and languages used to schedule, set-up and run experiments – in most cases 
the familiarization learning curve is quite steep. With this reality in mind it is of utmost importance, to: 

• Release a wide diversity of in-depth tutorials, including different usage scenarios - a higher 
verbose on the code commenting would also be welcome; 

• Take advantage of the Project Workshops to provide users a hands-on experience with 
platform, having multiple step-by-step examples - enough time should be reserved for 
clarification of programing issues 

• Project (User) Workshops could also provide support for specific examples requested by the 
community - this would help experimenters in better understanding better/more efficient 
ways to program their experiments. The Project should request experimenters to submit 
petitions for programing examples on how to program a specific experiment (or functionality) 
and then provision a time-slot during the User Workshop to explain how to achieve it. 

• Overall it was easy to reuse a provided experiment template or Docker container in preparing 
a new experiment. Having a higher amount of project provided templates will considerably 
decrease the learning curve.  

• The testbed maintenance operations are understandable; however, they currently interfere 
with experiments requiring large running time, e.g., having maintenance operations 
recursively at 02:00 a.m. has an impact on all experiments using that time-slot. 

• Even though we appreciate the support provided by the MONROE team in making available 
the measurements/metadata database snapshots, these were received with a 24 hour delay. 
For applications requiring a more real-time profile, this delay must be minimized. 

 
In what respects the hardware for the MONROE standard nodes, we suggest that in future versions, 
the Sierra Wireless MC7455 modem (which is an LTE cat. 6 modem) to be replaced by the Sierra 
Wireless EM7565 modem. Besides the latter being a cat. 12 modem, it also brings the following 
additional features: 

• Increased band support; 

• Improved carrier aggregation with 3x20MHz (vs 2x20MHz); 

• 4x4 MIMO (vs 2x2); 

• Supports GALILEO location system, which is much more precise. 
 
MONROE-LTE would like to state that the technical team supporting the OC experiments was 
outstanding. Fast reaction time and willingness to solve issues, that's the way to go! 
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B4 Impact 

Business impact  

The knowledge developed in the scope of MONROE-LTE project has been used by Allbesmart to 
develop our own commercial product (UXPERT). Thanks to this project we have brought UXPERT ready 
for market exploitation. Moreover, in order to check the technical feasibility and the actual interest 
from MNOs and regulators (targeted clients of this service), it is imperative to have a working 
prototype, MONROE has shown to be the right experimental facility to perform such work. 
 

The MONROE project has opened a new business opportunity for Allbesmart offering a new product 
to complement existing regular LTE benchmark measurements (done by specialized companies) and 
the crowdsourcing approaches (limited information and dependent on user’s willingness to 
participate). The UXPERT positioning on the network benchmarking market is illustrated in Figure 29. 

 
Figure 29: UXPERT positioning on network benchmarking solutions. 

 
Future exploitation plans are to establish a network of customers (mainly Telecom Operators, 
Regulators and Research Labs) in order to make UXPERT sustainable (based on a subscription fee 
model). We are already adding new features/functionalities based on our market expectations such as 
inclusion of VoLTE and NB-IoT user experience analytics. 
 
Dissemination activities 
 
The outcome of this experiment has been showcased by allbesmart in the following initiatives: 
 

• Presentation at CONNECT (https://connectcentre.ie/ ), Dublin, Ireland, May 28-29, 2018.  

• Presentation at CELFINET, (www.celfinet.com/ ), Lisbon, Portugal, March 27, 2018. 

• Presentation at ALTICE (Portuguese MNO), Lisbon, Portugal, March 21, 2018. 

• Presentation at ANACOM (the Portuguese Regulator), Lisbon, Portugal, March 21, 2018. 

• Presentation during the Operators workshop organized by MONROE, Madrid, Feb. 13, 2018. 

• Proof-of-concept under negotiation with the MVNO FASTWEB (www.fastweb.it/), started 
February 2018 

• Booth at Japan IT WEEK (www.japan-it.jp/en/ ), Tokyo, Japan, November 8-10, 2017. 

• Demo at CROWNCOM 2017, Lisbon, Portugal, September 20-21, 2017 –*Best Demo Award* 

https://connectcentre.ie/
http://www.celfinet.com/
http://www.fastweb.it/
http://www.japan-it.jp/en/
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Figure 30: Meeting with the Portuguese telecommunications regulator ANACOM, March 21, 2018. 
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